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Abstract. In this paper, the intelligent techniques are applied to enhance the
quality control precision in the steel strip cold rolling production. Firstly a new
control scheme is proposed, establishing the classifier of the steel strip cross-sectional
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profiles is the core of the system. The fuzzy clustering algorithm is used to establish
the classifier. Secondly, a novel fuzzy clustering algorithm is proposed and used in
the real application. The results, under the comparisons with the results obtained
by the conventional fuzzy clustering algorithm, show the new algorithm is robust
and efficient and it can not only get better clustering prototypes, which are used as
the classifier, but also easily and effectively detect the outliers; it does great help
in improving the performances of the new system. Finally, it is pointed out that
the new algorithm’s efficiency is mainly due to the introduction of a set of adaptive
operators which allow for treating the different influences of data objects on the
clustering operations; and in nature, the new fuzzy algorithm is the generalized
version of the existing fuzzy clustering algorithm.
Keywords: Fuzzy clustering, robust, adaptive operators, outlier mining, steel strip
profile
Mathematics Subject Classification 2000: 68Txx, 68Uxx
1 INTRODUCTION
As well known, steel strip cold rolling process is a typically complex process which
is characterized by the terms of multi-variables, nonlinear and strong co-couple.
A newly built cold tandem rolling mill in BaoSteel aims at producing high-grade
steel strips specially supplied to automobile manufactures. While thickness of the
strips is reduced to the specified value by the tandem 5 stands, flatness and transver-
sal thickness deviation of the strip are strictly limited. There are a lot of factors to
influence the quality of the final cold rolled products, the cross-sectional profile of
the incoming strip being an important one [1, 2], affecting the rolling process consid-
erably. Currently, in most of the existing cold rolling mills, normally the influence
of the cross-sectional profile of the incoming strip is neglected. The experienced and
popular approach is that the profiles of the incoming strip are treated as a fixed
constant. A term of crown is normally given as a basic parameter to describe the
cross-sectional profiles of the whole coil. There are two reasons: one, the existing
quality control system can meet the common requirements of the customers. There
was not the impetus to develop more complex systems. The other reason is that
the high precision measuring device was not accessed over the past two decades;
but now things change, producing thinner and stronger strips becomes the main
direction in the cold rolling technologies. The existing system cannot meet the high
quality requirement; and with the quick development of computing and measuring
technologies, it becomes possible to develop the new control system on the basis of
the advanced measuring devices.
The authors are currently devoted to developing a new automatic flatness and
transversal thickness co-control system. The goal is that large amounts of products
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can be fabricated with the closer tolerances. In the new system, the incoming profile
is considered to be an important factor and is treated in an online way. In order
to realize this, a customized multi-sensor thickness measuring device is installed to
measure the profiles. The control processes can be simply explained as follows: The
thickness measuring device gets the profile signals in the stream way, the signals
are treated by a kind of feature abstracting technique. The hydraulic actuators
will respond according to the functional relationship between the outputs of the
actuators and the signals. The functional relationship is a complex mathematical
model and the calculation is generally an iterating process and even takes several
minutes. The normal treating measure is to simplify some parameters to shorten
the calculating time. As a result it degrades the control precision. In our research,
as an alternative, the intelligence methods are introduced to ease these difficulties to
a great extent. The steaming profiles signals are recognized to belong to one of the
standard patterns, the hydraulic actuators will compensate the output according to
the standard patterns. The online work will now classify the signals.
It is pointed out that the emphasis of this paper is not put on how the new
proposed system works, this will be another topic. The emphasis of this paper is
put on a kind of new developed clustering algorithm and its successful application
in the new control system.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 puts forward a background of the
industrial application. Section 3 addresses the mathematical models, the existing
fuzzy clustering algorithm is introduced and the related work is reviewed, and then
a new kind of adaptive fuzzy clustering algorithms is proposed and the detailed
reasoning process is given as an appendix. In Section 4, the new algorithm is used
to cluster the real-world data set, and the results are compared with the results
obtained by the existing clustering algorithm. Section 5 summarizes the research
results of this paper.
2 BACKGROUND OF THE APPLICATION
Figure 1 plots the overview of the new control scheme. A customized multi-sensor
thickness measuring device (TTDG) is installed in the entry section of the tandem
cold mill. It can simultaneously output the profile signals in the stream way. The
features of the online signals are abstracted and the signals are classified by the
classifier. The classifier will be established in advance. Clustering technique is used
to establish the classifier. Because of the existence of abnormal profiles, the classifier
should be robust. In the online classification phase, each real-time measured profile
is regarded to belong to one of the standard profile patterns Pi (i = 1, . . . , c) and the
corresponding relationship between the standard patterns and the compensations of
the hydraulic actuators ∆Fij can be built up and updated in the offline manner.
Additionally the classifier will be updated in a sliding way.
The equipped hydraulic actuators, back-up roll leveling, working roll bending,
and immediate rolls bending and shifting, will compensate their outputs according
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed intelligent control scheme
to the profile pattern on the basis of the relationship between the profile patterns
and the outputs of the hydraulic actuators.
A certain number of the profile objects will be collected to be the learning set.
The tasks, the contents of the dashed frame in Figure 1, include
1. the prototypes obtained by the Dynamical Clustering Learning Engine should
be robust and efficient;
2. the outliers in the learning data set can be detected for the abnormal profiles
contain abundant information and will be used in later analysis.
In order to fulfill the tasks, clustering technique is adopted. In the beginning,
the widely-used conventional fuzzy clustering algorithm was used, but the clus-
tering result was not so good, and detecting the abnormalities is difficult. Based
on the conventional algorithm, a robust adaptive fuzzy clustering algorithm is de-
veloped. The improved algorithm is used to cluster the real profiles. The result
comparisons between the conventional algorithm and the improved version show
the improved version is more suitable to cluster the profiles, and more interesting;
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detecting the abnormal profiles with the improved version becomes very easy and
effective.
The developed new control frame was applied and testified in the newly building
tandem cold rolling mill of BaoSteel. The learning profile signals are collected by
the customized TTDG which has 40 channels and can output a row of thickness
values simultaneously.
A polynomial of maximum order 8 is used to fit the measured thickness pro-
files, that is to say, every row of measured values is transformed to a 9-dimension
coefficients vector by help of the least square fitting method. The explanation of
the coefficients is easily understood in the following Equation (1). Here b0 is the





i + b0 (1)
where
• H is the reconstructing curve of the cross-sectional profile
• x is the Normalized abscissa from −1 to 1, in the width direction of the strip
• bj are coefficients, j = 1, . . . , 8.
In Equation (1), eight coefficients bj, j = 1, . . . , 8, are the research objec-
tives and can be rewritten in the form of a vector, which is denoted as B =
[b8, b7, b6, b5, b4, b3, b2, b1]. The data set is named TTD8.
3 ROBUST ADAPTIVE FUZZY CLUSTERING ALGORITHM:
RAFCM
3.1 Related Work
3.1.1 The Fuzzy Clustering Algorithms
Although the probabilistic fuzzy C-means clustering (FCM) algorithm (detailed de-
scription can be seen in the appendix and related literature) and its variants are
proven to be very helpful in data mining, pattern recognition, image process etc.,
they also have some disadvantages, for example, the clustering results are sensitive
to abnormal data objects. Many research works [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] had been done in
order to improve the performances of the FCM and its variants. All these works
hold a common point, cf. Equation (2) (the symbols are explained in the appendix),
the objective function of the FCM can be rewritten in that way; it is clear that
each data point has the same coefficient, “1”. That means each data point has the
same contribution to the total value of the objective function. It can be understood
that the FCM treats data objects equally and neglects the possible different influ-
ences of the different data objects in the process of optimization of the objective
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function. Actually, in the real world data set, outliers are often contained. It is un-


































In particular, in the aspect of the new development of the fuzzy clustering al-
gorithms, there are a lot of references [8–14] discussing the “weighting” approaches.
The weighting approaches concern mainly features [8, 9, 10, 11], prototypes [12],
fuzzy membership degree [13], as well as distance [14]. Among them, the feature-
weighted approaches are more widely studied and applied. It is necessary to point
out that this paper also proposes a kind of adaptive approach. In nature it also can
be seen as a kind of weighting approach. However, the “weight” of this paper has
completely different meaning than all these existing “weights”. In this paper, the
concept of “weight” or “adaptive operator” means the contribution that each data
point does to the objective function is self-adapted in the clustering process and its
weight (adaptive operator) is updated in each iterative step.
3.1.2 The Outlier Mining Algorithms
Detecting outliers in a large set of data objects is a major data mining task aiming
at finding different mechanisms responsible for different groups of objects. In many
cases, such as the abnormal fluctuation of the complex industrial process, rare events
are often more interesting than the normal ones. In the fields of outlier mining, the
outliers themselves become the “focus”, which is different from the case of the fuzzy
clustering discussed above.
Outlier mining task generally can be described as a “Top-k” principle [15]: given
a data set which contains n data objects and given the expected number of outliers,
k, one or several methods are chosen to find the first k points which are the most
significant anomalies or inconsistencies.
In [15] the widely used outlier mining methods are grouped into four categories,
namely statistics-based, distance-based, density-based and feature deviation-based.
The existing outlier mining methods use mainly two strategies: one is a binary
decision of whether or not a data point is an outlier, such as the statistics-based,
distance-based methods. The other is to assign an outlying degree to each data
point, for example, “outlier factor” is a value characterizing each data point in “how
much” this data point is an outlier, such as the density-based methods. Among the
four major methods, the density-based [16, 17, 18, 19] and distance-based [20, 21]
methods are more studied and applied. There are also clustering techniques used
to mine the outliers. However, since the main destination of the existing cluster-
ing algorithms is “cluster”, they are not generally optimized for outlier detection;
because of the problem of treating all data objects equally, the existing fuzzy algo-
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rithms are not suitable for detecting the outliers. They should be modified, just like
the PCM [22] algorithm and the NC [23] algorithm.
Briefly, the existing outlier mining algorithms have the following disadvantages:
First of all, the information that they mine is probably not enough; for example, if
an outlier is only detected to be an outlier by a method, the abundant information
that the outlier contains apparently cannot be mined. Second, the physical meaning
of the outlier is sometimes difficult to explain; for example, in the case of the LOF
algorithm [18], it defines the outliers in accordance with the local density in the
sparse space, and it is probably unreasonable. Third, the computational efficiency
is a problem. For example, the most widely used density-based methods have to
scan the entire data set when calculating the parameters concerning each data point,
and thus the computation takes long time.
Generally speaking, both the existing fuzzy clustering algorithms and the outlier
mining algorithms have several disadvantages. The new models need to overcome
the disadvantages in these two issues in the theoretical researches and engineering
applications, especially in the case when the two issues are integrated as a whole.
The contribution of this paper is to propose a new model to solve the two issues as
a whole.
3.1.3 The Robust Adaptive Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm
with Outliers Detection
The work in this paper is aimed at solving the clustering problems by a kind of
novel fuzzy clustering algorithm. A robust adaptive clustering approach is proposed
on the basis of the existing fuzzy clustering algorithms. The core idea of this novel
approach is that the nature of individual data point in the data set is “different”.
“Differently” treating the individual data points is more reasonable than treating
them “equally”. The proposed approach overcomes the disadvantage of the existing
fuzzy clustering algorithms. When the novel approach is used to partition the data
set, it can get better clustering quality than the existing methods, and it can easily
detect the outliers and effectively mine much information related to the outliers.
The new robust adaptive fuzzy clustering algorithm is presented as a complete
appendix attached hereto.
3.1.4 Calculating Flowchart of the RAFCM Algorithm
The calculation steps of the RAFCM algorithm are shown in Figure 2. There are two
parts: the upper frame is the clustering part, and the bottom frame is the outliers
mining part which is based on the clustering part. The detailed reasoning processes
of the robust adaptive fuzzy clustering algorithm are given in the appendix.
3.1.5 Main features of the RAFCM algorithm
In contrast to the FCM, a new vector, adaptive operators E(etj) and a new pa-
rameter s (s 6= 0) are introduced to the RAFCM and they jointly affect the final
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clustering result. In addition, note that the adaptive operator etj works as a whole
in the iterative process. According to Equation (A.18), the value of the adap-
tive operator etj depends on the basic parameters, just like, uij, dij , s, n and c.
There is no exponential calculation. In this paper the adaptive operator adopts
the form of exponent, but it is not absolute. It is possible to adopt other forms,
the only necessary condition is that the product of all operators should be one.
Moreover, it can be seen from Figure 2 that the set of parameters tj is only used
to generate the initial adaptive operators. Then, these parameters are not needed
again.
In order to clarify the differences of the FCM and the RAFCM, the objective




































According to Equation (2), in the case of the FCM, each data point has the
same contributing weight of “1” to the optimal value of the JFCM while according
to Equation (3), in the case of the RAFCM, the contribution of each data point is
different, the weights, or the adaptive etj are different. It shows that the RAFCM has
more flexibility than the FCM. Considering a special case, letting all adaptive etj be
fixed to be 1, then the product of all adaptive etj is still 1; that means, the constraint
of the adaptive operators (Equation (A.4)) is still valid. Then, the RAFCM becomes
the FCM right now. Thus, the RAFCM is a new kind of generalized FCM.
In the development of the clustering techniques, it was a big skip for the clus-
tering methods were transferred from the crisp model to the fuzzy model. In this
transfer, two kinds of parameters were introduced: the fuzzy membership degree uij
and the fuzzy exponent m (m 6= 0). The fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm is es-
sentially an extension of the crisp C-means algorithm where the notion of the degree
of fuzziness, taking values not less than one, is introduced. Moreover, a constraint
of the fuzzy membership degree uij is given and a constant m is introduced to adjust
the influence of the fuzzy membership degree uij .
It is a new transit from the basic Fuzzy C-means clustering to the proposed
robust adaptive fuzzy C-means clustering in the development of the clustering tech-
nologies. In the RAFCM, the adaptive operators, which are used to control the
different influences of different data points on the clustering result, are similar to
the roles that the fuzzy membership degrees play when the clustering model changes
from the “crisp” time to “fuzzy” time. The new parameter s under the RAFCM is
very similar to the role that the exponent m plays in the FCM. Even in the RAFCM,
fuzzy membership degree uij and the fuzzy exponent m still exist and have the same
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Fig. 2. Clustering and outlier mining flowchart of the RAFCM algorithm
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definitions. Just like the fact that the basic fuzzy clustering model has been proven
in the literature that it can get better clustering results than the crisp model, the
RAFCM can get better clustering performances than the FCM. It is possible and
reasonable.
As to time complexity of the robust adaptive fuzzy C-means clustering, it should
be paid attention to, especially when the RAFCM is used in real time applications.
When evaluating time complexity of one algorithm, total time consumed is a direct
index. For the objective function-based clustering algorithms, the final results are
generally got in an iterative manner; the time one algorithm needs to concern two
aspects, the time needs of each iterative step and the total iterative times when the
objective function is converged to its optimum.
For the RAFCM, because of the existence of a set of the adaptive operators,
the time that each iterative step needs is more than that the FCM needs, but it
is possible that the total iterative times of the RAFCM are reduced. The reason
is the total iterative times are probably reduced, or, say, the objective function
is converged to its optimum quicker. As a result, comparing with the FCM, the
total time complexity of the RAFCM is probably the same or even lower. Subsec-
tion 4.3 gives the experimental results of time complexity of the RAFCM on the
real data set.
As announced above, the RAFCM can easily and effectively detect the outliers
in a data set. The detailed ways can be seen in Figure 2 and in the appendix.
4 APPLICATION
4.1 Preparation
The cross-sectional profile signals of 3 coils and totally 1074 profile signals are sam-
pled by the TTD gauge. The original data set is a 40×1 074 matrix. The polynomial
fitting method is adopted to reduce the dimensionality of the original data set. The
maximum order 8 coefficients are abstracted as the main features. As a result, an
8× 1 074 matrix is obtained and replaces the original data set to be analyzed. The
data set is named TTD8 and it works as the learning data set. The way to abstract
the features has been described in Section 2.
The FCM and the RAFCM are used to cluster the TTD8 under the same combi-
nations of the number of clusters c and the fuzzy exponent m. Moreover, the m gets
its widely used value, 2 [24]. The c gets the integer values, typically 6, 9 and 12,
following the need of the control system. In all cases, the convergence threshold
value ε is set to be 0.001, and the new parameter s needed by the RAFCM is set to
be 4.5. On the theoretical side, the FCM is proved to be sensitive to initialization.
So, the crisp C-means clustering algorithm is used to generate a set of prototypes
to initialize both the FCM and the RAFCM with respect to the number of clusters
in order to keep the comparisons reasonable.
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4.2 Cluster Prototypes Obtained by the FCM and the RAFCM
Considering a typical case, c is 9, the clustering results are given. Prt RAFCM 9
and Prt FCM 9 are the prototype matrices obtained by the RAFCM and the FCM,
respectively, and here 9 means the number of clusters is 9.
The values of the Prt RAFCM 9 and Prt FCM 9 are as follows.


















0.2151 0.2793 −0.0282 −0.3934 −0.2174 0.5742 0.4440 −0.6269
−0.1686 0.3334 0.1024 −0.3180 −0.0105 0.2409 −0.0652 −0.2235
0.4862 0.6696 −0.2449 −0.7690 −0.0823 0.9368 0.4148 −0.9861
−1.1796 −0.3804 1.2754 0.5616 −1.2828 −0.6483 0.9635 0.7192
−0.0076 −0.4579 −0.1853 0.4533 0.3966 −0.4627 −0.5358 0.4663
−0.2985 −0.4964 0.1136 0.4923 0.1139 −0.4956 −0.3156 0.4997
0.6824 0.9735 −0.4691 −1.0601 0.1719 1.1435 0.1507 −1.1846
−0.8340 0.8477 0.7349 −0.7884 −0.5704 0.6667 0.4092 −0.6158




































0.4311 0.5903 −0.1981 −0.6951 −0.1157 0.8690 0.4252 −0.9201
−0.3601 0.1841 0.2432 −0.1469 −0.0831 0.0581 −0.0391 −0.0279
0.4506 0.6377 −0.2180 −0.7368 −0.0965 0.9028 0.4100 −0.9517
−1.1637 −0.4118 1.2555 0.5937 −1.2601 −0.6786 0.9440 0.7488
−0.0760 −0.3914 −0.0978 0.3863 0.2964 −0.3982 −0.4347 0.4067
−0.4977 −0.4754 0.2889 0.4883 −0.0194 −0.5083 −0.2582 0.5097
0.5664 0.8167 −0.3897 −0.9332 0.1504 0.9917 0.1016 −1.0404
−0.3619 0.4132 0.2569 −0.3685 −0.1134 0.2636 0.0133 −0.2283


















It is difficult to directly evaluate which algorithm is better only according to
these two number matrices. It is necessary to have an evaluating method.
4.3 Comparisons of Clustering Performances
under the RAFCM and the FCM
In the research of the new clustering algorithms, the evaluation of the clustering
performances can be regarded to contain three aspects: one, the clustering validity
problem: for a given data set, how many clusters the data set are divided is better.
Two, the clustering quality problem: if the number of clusters has been given in
advance, which kind of partition is better. Three, the computing efficiency problem:
if a new algorithm is heavily time-consuming, even if it can give a good partition,
it is still not a good method.
The clustering validity problem is usually discussed inside a particular algo-
rithm. For one clustering algorithm, the new cluster validity functions are developed
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and then the best number of the clusters can be known by calculating the values
of the new validity functions under the different combinations of the parameters.
The clustering quality problem mainly concerns the final clustering prototypes and
the cluster-belonging of each data. For the clustering is an unsupervised learning
method, the data is unlabelled and the ideal output actually does not exist in ad-
vance. So, when comparing the clustering qualities under the two algorithms, the
comparisons are relative. The problem of the computing efficiency of clustering is
easier to understand. It is evaluated by recording the time consumed or by the total
iteration times. Especially, when treating the data set online, this problem needs
more attention.
The main topics of this paper are a novel clustering approach and its actual
application. The number of the clusters has been given as a known value; so it does
not involve the validation problem of new clustering. The clustering quality problem
and the computing time complexity problem are the two key points of this paper.
In subsection 4.2, the FCM is selected to be the counterpart algorithm, and
the related parameters are given in advance, the respective cluster prototypes are
obtained by the RAFCM and the FCM. The next work is to compare which result
is better and which algorithm is more suitable for this actual application.
4.3.1 Clustering Quality Evaluation Function
In the development of new clustering algorithms, public data sets, such as the UCI
database, are commonly used to check the performances of the new algorithms. Be-
cause the prototype matrix and the data labels are known in advance, the clustering
results can be compared with the known values. However, there are a lot of different
cases, for example, in the practical profiles classification, the prototype matrix and
the data labels of the objective data set are unknown in advance. It is necessary to
propose the new evaluating ways to compare and assess the clustering performances
of two different algorithms when treating that kind of data set without a priori
knowledge, just like the TTD8 data set.
A kind of evaluation function, shortly EVA, is given in this paper. Briefly, the
EVA function is the ratio of the compactness and the separation, see Equation (4).
The compactness and separation functions are briefly written as CMP and SPT, the
















‖ v̄i − v̄k ‖
2 (6)
When the data set is divided into c clusters, the CMP reflects the compactness,
that is to say, the data points in the same cluster are as similar as possible. The
SPT reflects the separation, that is to say, the data points in the different clusters
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are as dissimilar as possible. The compactness or the separation only gives partial
information of the clustering results. The ratio of these two items is more reasonable
to evaluate the clustering quality. In this paper, the EVA is used to be the final
decision, that means, the smaller the EVA value, the better the clustering quality.
4.3.2 The Comparison Result and Analysis
Table 1 lists the EVA values under the FCM and the RAFCM in three cases, c = 6,
9 and 12. All computations are repeated five times and the average values are used
as the final results. The EVA values show the RAFCM is more robust than the
FCM. Additionally, when discussing the time complexity of one algorithm, two time
indices are generally used, the total time consumption and the total iterative cycles.
Table 1 also gives these two indices for each calculation case.
FCM RAFCM
c EVA Seconds Total iterative EVA Seconds Total iterative
cycles cycles
6 0.0302 0.6844 48 0.0257 0.4013 32
9 36.3010 2.3245 133 0.2026 0.5149 32
12 4.6608 1.6477 73 0.1228 0.5235 26
Table 1. The EVA values of the FCM and the RAFCM when the c are 8, 12 and 16
It can be seen that in all three cases, the quality obtained by the RAFCM
is better than that obtained by the FCM. In the view of time complexity, it can
be known, whatever c is, that the AFCM consumes less time and the calculation
is faster. It shows that the RAFCM can get better quality meanwhile keeping
the computation low time consuming by selecting an available value of s. Briefly,
the RAFCM shows the same or better level of time complexity when compared
to the FCM. The reason is as follows: The computing time will be longer for the
introduction of the adaptive operators in each iterative step, but meanwhile for
adaptive operators the total iterative times are probably reduced. As a synthesized
effect, the RAFCM is not a huge time-consumption algorithm. This feature is very
important in the dynamical application.
4.4 Abnormal Profiles Detected by the RAFCM
Figure 3 plots the distribution of the outliers in the TTD8. The bold line is the
dividing line and the y-coordinate of the line depends on the rule “k points are above
the line, they are outliers. The remaining points are normal points”. According to
Figure 3, it is a binary decision of one data point, an object is an outlier or not. Some
cluster-based outlier mining models detect the outliers in this way, the information
about the outliers is not effectively mined. For the RAFCM, it can meanwhile give
the cluster properties of all data points, including the outliers (cf. Figure 4). Figure 4
covers all information that Figure 3 can supply, and moreover, the cluster-property
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of each data is clear, seeing “Cl-i”, i is from 1 to 9. This is the advantage and
interesting aspect of the RAFCM, it can do the clustering operation, meanwhile it
can detect outliers. It is exactly our need to fulfill the tasks.



























Fig. 3. Distribution of the outliers in the data set detected by the RAFCM


































Fig. 4. Distribution of the clusters and outliers detected by the RAFCM
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, intelligent technologies are introduced to steel strip rolling. A control
scheme based the intelligent techniques is proposed. A novel robust adaptive fuzzy
C-means clustering algorithm is reported and proved to be more suitable for mining
the steel strip cross-sectional profile signals. Real applications on the learning profile
data set TTD8 show the RAFCM has the following advantages:
1. The prototypes obtained by the RAFCM are more effective than those obtained
by the FCM, the RAFCM is proved to be able to get better clustering qual-
ity. The new algorithm’s efficiency is mainly due to the introduction of a set
of adaptive operators and an adjusting parameter s which jointly allow treat-
ing the different influences of data objects on the clustering operation. It can
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be regarded that the RAFCM supplies a new channel to refine the clustering
operations. So, it is reasonable that the RAFCM can get better performances.
2. The RAFCM is more robust than the FCM. It can reduce or alleviate the bad
influences of the outliers by the functions of both the adaptive operators and
the available selected parameter s.
3. The abnormal profiles in the TTD8 data set can be easily detected by the
RAFCM. The value of adaptive operator of each data point reflects a kind of
the distance relationship between the individual data and the whole data set
and it can be used as a kind of measure to detect the abnormal extent. Thus,
the RAFCM can be used as a tool to mine the outliers.
4. The RAFCM shows the same or better level of time complexity when compared
to the FCM.
5. It shows that the FCM is a special case of the RAFCM, in other words, the
RAFCM in nature is a generalized version of the FCM.
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Appendix: The Robust Adaptive
FCM Algorithm (RAFCM)
Cluster analysis is one of the several important tools in modern data analysis. The
general philosophy of cluster analysis is to divide the data set into several homoge-
nous groups based on the similarity or dissimilarity. In such cases, the objects in
the same group tend to being as similar as possible while the objects in different
groups tend to being as dissimilar as possible.
There are crisp and fuzzy clustering algorithms. Fuzzy clustering is meant to
provide a richer means for representing data structure. The fuzzy clustering methods
are enabled to find more realistic models, since, in fact, boundaries between many
groups are very badly delineated. In the field of fuzzy clustering, two types of fuzzy
clustering algorithms have been developed, namely the probabilistic fuzzy clustering
and the possibilistic fuzzy clustering. They differ in the constraints they place on
the membership degrees and how the membership degrees should be interpreted.
This paper only discusses the most widely used type, the objective functions-based
probabilistic fuzzy clustering methods, more especially, the class of methods based
on the fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm. Notice that in literature they are sometimes
just called fuzzy clustering (omitting the word probabilistic). This paper did it too.
The clustering task can then be formulated as a function optimization problem.
The objective function depends on both the cluster prototypes and the memberships
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of data points in the clusters. It cannot be optimized directly and therefore the
Alternative Optimization (AO) scheme is usually used that optimizes one group of
parameters meanwhile holding the other group fixed and vice versa. This iterative
updating scheme is repeated in the hope to approach the optimum of the objective
function.
In the following sections, a new kind of fuzzy clustering algorithm, the robust
adaptive fuzzy clustering algorithm, is proposed on the basis of the existing fuzzy
clustering algorithms. Firstly, the objective function-based FCM algorithm is re-
viewed. Second, the new fuzzy clustering algorithm is given in details. Finally the
relationship between the two types of fuzzy clustering algorithms is investigated.
1 THE FCM ALGORITHM
The FCM has been successfully employed in a wide variety of fields and demon-
strated a high degree of adapting to different data sets. The FCM is essentially
an extension of the crisp C-means algorithm where the notion of the degree of fuzzi-
ness, taking values not less than one, is introduced.
The objective function JFCM has the form as given in Equation (A.1) and a con-
















Here, X is the data set, it contains n data objects, U is the fuzzy partition
matrix, and uij? [0, 1] is the membership degree of data xj in cluster vi. V is the
prototype matrix. c is the number of clusters, m is the fuzzy exponent and dij is
the distance between xj and vi.
When solving the optimal value of the JFCM by the AO scheme, two update
equations are needed. Equation (A.2) is to update the fuzzy partition matrixU (uij)






















For the FCM, the distance measure is basically Euclidean distance, there are
several FCM variants with other distance measures.
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2 THE RAFCM ALGORITHM
This section first presents the new objective function of the RAFCM algorithm. In
this algorithm, three sets of parameters should be updated in each iterative step to
solve the optimal value of the new objective function.
2.1 The New Objective Function of the RAFCM Algorithm























The reason why the new algorithm is named robust adaptive FCM algorithm,
shortly RAFCM, is that a set of adaptive operators is introduced into the new
objective function. An adaptive operator corresponds to a data object. All adaptive
operators make up a vector. This vector is named the adaptive operator vector,
shortly E(etj).
Comparing the JFCM and the JRAFCM , the same symbols in Equations (A.1)–
(A.3) have the same definitions as those in Equation (A.4) and the constraint about
the fuzzy membership degree holds unchanged. Besides, there is a set of new pa-
rameters etj and an additional constraint in the RAFCM. The etj is named the
adaptive operator of the data xj and reflects the influence of the data xj on the
JRAFCM ; tj is named the data factor of the data xj. s (s 6= 0) is a preselected
real-valued parameter and is used to adjust the influence of the adaptive operator. It
is named the adaptive exponent. The additional constraint shows that the product
of all adaptive operators is subject to be one.
Just like the basic FCM, the optimal value of the JRAFCM is also solved by
the AO scheme. The adaptive operator vector is also updated. It is necessary to
give the expression of etj .
The minimization of the objective function represents a nonlinear optimization
problem that can usually be solved by means of the Lagrange Multiplying Method.
While taking two kinds of constraints into account, the optimization expression can
be written as follows (cf. Equation (A.4)):























where λ1 and λ2 are two Lagrange multiplying operators corresponding to the two
constraints, fuzzy membership degrees and adaptive operators.
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In Equation (A.5), the third term of the right side is the product of all etj = 1,
it is inconvenient in use. A new constraint (A.6) says that the summary of all
tj = 0 (j = 1, . . . , n) is given. It is obvious that the constraint in Equation (A.6) is
completely equivalent to that in Equation (A.4).
n∑
j1
tj = 0 (A.6)
Therefore, Equation (A.5) can be rewritten as follows:























The next steps are to solve the expression of the fuzzy membership degree uij
and the adaptive operators etj when the new objective function JRAFCM reaches
its optimal value.
The uij and e





















Let two partial derivatives be 0; the expressions of the two multiplying operators,












There are three groups of parameters which will be updated in the process of
solving the optimal value of the robust adaptive fuzzy clustering algorithm. They
are fuzzy partition matrix U, adaptive operator vector E and cluster prototypes
matrix V.
2.2 Fuzzy Partition Matrix U (uij) Update Equation
The expression of the fuzzy membership degree uij can be obtained by transforming
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According to the constraint of the fuzzy membership degree uij (cf. Equa-














Noting the fact that the left side of Equation (A.12) is equal to 1 and trans-













So, the expression of the fuzzy membership degree uij can be obtained based on












Equation (A.14) shows that under the RAFCM the membership degree uij holds
the same definition as the FCM (cf. Equation (A.2). uij is updated in each iterative
step according to Equation (A.14).
2.3 Adaptive Operators Vector E (etj) Update Equation















Noting that a data point corresponds to an adaptive operator, taking all adaptive



















The left side of Equation (A.16) is 1 following the constraint of adaptive opera-
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Bringing the operator λ2 back to Equation (A.15), e



























According to Equation (A.18), if a prototype sits exactly on a data object,
it is sure that one membership degree will be zero, and then (A.18) cannot be
computed. In order to avoid this, giving the available initial prototypes is the key.
It is suggested that HCM or FCM is used to produce the initial prototypes. In
addition, the extreme outliers or false data points will probably produce very high
values of the adaptive operators. It is advisable to handle the data set before it is
analyzed by the RAFCM, for example, to remove the extreme outliers.
The adaptive operator vector is updated in each iterative step according to
Equation (A.18).
2.4 Cluster Prototypes Matrix V (vi) Update Equation











where ūij is the adaptive fuzzy membership degree and its calculating equation is
as follows (Equation (A.20) has nothing to do with the parameter s):
ūmij e
tjumij . (A.20)
Based on Equations (A.19) and (A.20), the new cluster prototype equation can









It should be pointed out that adaptive exponent s is not included in (A.20)
or (A.21). The reason is as follows. In order to make the explanation clear, (A.18) is
rewritten as (A.22). Note that the right side of (A.22) has nothing to do with the
parameter s and the left side estj appears as a whole and joins the objective function,
see (A.4). So, if estj and not etj is introduced to (27) or (28), the parameter s will






















Although s is not included in (A.20) and (A.21), it cannot be regarded that
the calculation of the cluster prototypes has nothing to do with s. In contrast, the
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prototypes are influenced by s, the influencing relationship of both is indirect. The
reason is that estj works as a whole in the calculation of the objective function, but
different s will output different etj . So s indirectly influences the cluster prototypes,
see (A.21); the influence is realized by iteration. Their relationship between the s
and prototypes is implicit.
3 MINING OUTLIERS WITH THE RAFCM ALGORITHM
The RAFCM algorithm attaches importance to the different contributions of differ-
ent data points. On the one hand, it can obtain better clustering quality; on the
other hand, it can be used as a tool to detect the outliers in the data set. In the field
of mining outlier, the definition of the outlier is a basic issue which should be solved
in the beginning. When the RAFCM is used to mine the outliers, the definition of
outliers will be given in advance too. In this paper, the fuzzy distance between the






ij is the fuzzy square distance of the data xj . The term expresses a kind
of fuzzy distance relationship between the data xj and the prototype matrix. The
greater the fuzzy square distance, the bigger the possibility that data xj is an outlier.
When the objective function JRAFCM is converged to its optimal value, each data
point gets its own fuzzy square distance. All n the fuzzy square distance values
are rearranged with the order from the maximum to the minimum. k data points
corresponding to the largest k values are defined to be the outliers.





















When the JRAFCM is converged to its optimal value, the right side of Equa-
tion (A.23) is surely a confirmed constant, it is even unnecessary to know its exact








is equal to each other. The largest k fuzzy square distance values correspond to
the k smallest estj . Therefore, under the RAFCM, the outliers can be mined in





















ORAFCM (xj) is the outlying degree of the data xj and it is a normalized value
(0, 1]. The bigger the ORAFCM (xj), the more likely the data xj is an outlier. Obvi-
ously, the definition of the outlying degree of the data xj expresses a kind of global
relationship between the data xj and the whole data set.
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4 THE RAFCM IS A KIND OF GENERALIZED FCM
This section discusses the relationship between the FCM and the RAFCM. It can
be seen that the fuzzy membership degree uij holds the same definition under both
the FCM and the RAFCM by comparing Equations (A.2) and (A.14) .This shows
that the RAFCM algorithm does not change the definition of fuzzy membership
degree. Comparing Equations (A.3) and (A.20), the prototype equations are almost
the same except that the fuzzy membership degrees uij have to be replaced by the
adaptive fuzzy membership degrees ūij .
Now considering a special case (cf. Equation (A.4)), let all adaptive operators etj
be fixed to be one, or equivalently, all data factors tj (j = 1, . . . , n) be fixed to be
zero. The constraint in Equation (A.4) or Equation (A.6) is still valid, the RAFCM
becomes the basic FCM right now; it tells the fact that the basic FCM is a special
case of the RAFCM. In other words, the RAFCM is a kind of generalized FCM.
Compared with the FCM, a new adaptive operator vector E(etj) and a new
parameter s (s 6= 0) are introduced in the RAFCM and they jointly affect the final
clustering results. In addition, it is known that the adaptive operator etj works as
a whole in the iterative process according to Equation (A.18). In this paper the
adaptive operators adopt the form of exponent, but it is not absolute. It is possible
to use other forms, the only condition is that the product of all operators should be
one. Actually the set of parameters tj is only used to generate the initial adaptive
operators. Then these parameters are not needed again.
This paper proposes a new kind of generalized fuzzy clustering model. The FCM
to RAFCM transit is a new feature in the development of clustering technologies.
In the RAFCM, adaptive operators, which are used to control different influences of
different data points on the clustering results, are similar to the roles that the fuzzy
membership degrees play when the clustering methods change from “crisp” time to
“fuzzy”. The role of the new parameter s under the RAFCM is very similar to that
of the exponent m in the FCM. Even in the RAFCM, fuzzy membership degree uij
and the fuzzy exponent m still exist and have the same roles. Just like the fuzzy
clustering algorithm and its variants has been proven by numerous literature that
it can get better clustering results than the crisp model does, the RAFCM and its
variants can get better clustering performances than the FCM. It is possible and
reasonable.
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